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Abstract Summary: 
The purpose of this project is to develop, implement, and evaluate an evidence-based intervention to 
bridge the gap in knowledge transfer from classroom to clinical. The intervention is a clinical faculty 
toolkit. The anticipated outcome is to enhance knowledge transfer for the students and improve patient 
quality of care. 
 
Learning Activity: 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES EXPANDED CONTENT OUTLINE 
 
The learner will be able to describe key 

benefit(s) of using a faculty toolkit in the 

enhancement of clinical teaching. 

A faculty toolkit comprised of weekly 

recordings, information regarding specific 

details of in class lecture material, and one on 

one communication (as needed) with project 

manager to each adjunct clinical faculty 

member involved. 
 
The learner will identify relevant results 

stemming from the application of a faculty 

toolkit that may be transferable to their setting. 

Student and faculty feedback regarding the 

toolkit and its benefits to clinical students in an 

effort to decrease the theory practice gap in 

nursing education. 

 
Abstract Text: 
 
Background/Significance of problem: 

The theory practice gap is a significant problem in undergraduate nursing education programs. A 
common theme in the literature is the need for intervention to address this gap (Floor & Robinia, 
2014). As a solution, adjunct clinical faculty are being recruited and hired to oversee the education of 
students at the bedside (Suplee, Gardner, & Jerome-D’Emilia, 2013). This solution emphasizes the gap 



between the theory and practice of nursing for these new learners (Flood & Robinia, 2014). Due to this 
gap, students are struggling with assimilating basic information when caring for acutely ill patients. The 
result of this phenomenon is poor student outcomes and a potential decrease in continuity and quality of 
patient care (Flood & Robinia, 2014; Doulatabad, et al., 2015) 

Clinical question/project purpose: 

In second semester undergraduate nursing students, can implementation of an adjunct clinical faculty 
toolkit decrease the gap in knowledge transfer from classroom to clinical area in the clinical rotation? The 
project’s purpose is to design, implement, and evaluate a toolkit to decrease this gap for nursing students. 

Search of literature/best evidence: 

A search was conducted utilizing five databases: Education Resources Information Center (ERIC), 
Medline, Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), PubMed, and Google 
Scholar. Key terms included knowledge management, transfer of learning, theory practice gap, nursing, 
education, and knowledge acquisition. The search produced 25 peer-reviewed articles including 
descriptive, exploratory, meta-analyses, quasi-experimental, and qualitative studies. Randomized 
controlled studies were lacking. 

Clinical appraisal of literature/best evidence: 

Analysis of evidence suggests that a gap in knowledge transfer is present in nursing education. Due to 
lack of qualified full time nurse educators, adjunct faculty are frequently used to teach in the clinical 
environment, thus adding to the gap in knowledge transfer from classroom to bedside. 

Integration into practice: 

A toolkit consisting of recorded information derived from the classroom was provided to adjunct clinical 
faculty weekly. The clinical faculty integrated the recording’s content with patient care each week of the 
rotation. The students and adjunct faculty were asked to complete an instructor effectiveness survey. 

Evaluation of evidenced-based practice: 

The pre-post self-evaluations of adjunct clinical faculty will be appraised to determine if teaching 
effectiveness improved. The students will evaluate teaching effectiveness of adjunct clinical faculty in the 
current semester and compare to faculty from a prior rotation. The Nursing Clinical Teacher Effectiveness 
Inventory tool (NCTEI) will be utilized for evaluation of quantitative data (Zarinpoush, VonSychowski, & 
Sperling, 2007). Weekly narrative reports relating to integration of the recorded material into clinical will 
be evaluated for qualitative data. 

 


